SAFETY EYEWEAR

Dallas® Safety Eyewear

Klondike® Safety Eyewear

Dallas® eyewear features a lightweight frame with flexible bayonet temples
that are fully coated! It also features a stylish wraparound lens design for
side impact protection that comfortably fits a wide variety of users. New
metallic color frame options offer fashion and functionality combined with a
sleek style that has a lightweight comfortable fit. Cord included. Hit the road
with this series, head to Dallas® eyewear.

The Klondike® glasses feature safety and style at an affordable price to
separate you from the pack. Whether on the slopes or in the workplace,
Klondike®'s matte black or blue frame finish, adjustable temples, and soft
secure TPR nose pad keeps you at the peak of comfort and style all day long.
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BEARKAT® Safety Eyewear
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The BearKat's® super well thought-out construction
combines the best in safety, comfort, and
affordability! Your vision is unobstructed by the onepiece wraparound lens, which by its tight fit allows
you maximum safety. Comfort is enhanced by the
flexible temples and the non-slip temple sleeves are
notched for a clip-on breakaway cord.

Law® Safety Eyewear

BlackKat® Safety Eyewear

This fashionable wrap-around lens design offers an
excellent orbital seal and a higher level of protection
from side impacts due to its greater coverage area.
TPR (Thermal Plastic Rubber) temple inserts that
enhance grip and comfort are included on all styles.
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We would like to introduce the Crews® BlackKat®.
The BlackKat® features a trendy style while being
one of the lightest glasses in the industry. The
BlackKat® weighs a remarkable 22 grams. This
dielectric offering includes a brow guard and TPR
(Thermoplastic Rubber) nosepiece for additional
protection and comfort. The frame and lens are
constructed with virgin polycarbonate.
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Frostbite® Safety Eyewear

Checklite® Safety Eyewear

Stratos® Safety Eyewear

Frostbite® gives you one of the “Coolest” looks in
eyewear protection. This series features an oval lens
design that creates a great orbital seal for superior
eye protection. Lightweight nylon frame makes this
offering a comfortable choice for all day use. Be cool
with safety, Chill out with Frostbite.

The stylish Checklite® offers our exclusive
Duramass® scratch-resistant lens coating and
spatula temples. Choose from a selection of lens
options and designer colors to get the look you want
at a reasonable price. This light weight option gives
you a comfortable feel and each Checklite® exceeds
ANSI Z87+, so feel safe while looking good!
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The Stratos® features a one piece polycarbonate
lens and a stylish wrap-around design that offers
the user a wide area of protection. Integral side
shields offer protection from particles entering the
eyewear from the sides. The Stratos® provides an
exceptional wide angle of unrestricted vision
allowing you to safely assess your environment.
The molded-in nose bridge comfortably fits a wide
variety of faces.
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